
Administrative Job Interview Questions

The Position

Distribute priorities/expectations between the following strategic objectives

External funding

Academic prestige

Publications

Placement of students 

Support of industry and government

Distribute priorities/expectations between the following operational objectives

Distribution of internal research funding

Grant preparation support, including FastLane and Grants.gov

Grants administration, in particular up-to-date access to budgets 

Social science computing support

Web development

Database development

Survey research and coding support

Research methods education

Statistics education

Statistics consulting (how is this financed and distributed?)

Navigating rules and regs, both institutional and Federal

Anticipating funding opportunities

Influencing department hiring priorities; joint positions and cluster hires

What is the formal bureaucratic structure of faculty [vs?] staff. Are there unions at any of various 
levels? How would you characterize faculty/staff relations? 

How much time will be involved in higher-level and lower-level meetings? How much time will I 
spend in a suit?



How important is external publicity? To what extent is this handled by the institute vs the individual 
projects? How well does the university PR office work and how open are they to highlighting social 
science research?

Background

What is your model for the organization? Are there specific examples at other institutions? How close 
are you to this?

Who does the university view as being the primary stakeholders? How explicit is this?

Has there been any sort of external review; is one planned? If there has been, could I get a copy of the 
report? Also who did you involve and why? Are there plans for regular future reviews?

There are multiple models of how to perform various functions, so what is the distribution of effort and
level of coordination among the following stakeholders

Departments (which tends to lead to a lot of redundancy)

Other institutes at the university: how many of these “stationary institutes”; how many are just 
one or two faculty, how many are actually stable organizations with funding and permanent 
staff?

Library: in particular what is the attitude of the library towards the social science, data (both 
acquisition, distribution and archiving), electronic resources, and technical train. 

Information technology services

Research administration office (for grants)

Total budget of Institute

Number of staff, GRAs in various categories

Amount of external funding

Number of proposals per year, success rate, distribution and trend

Based on my ICPSR experience, in some institutions the library has been the primary source for data 
services, in others it is very much secondary (in one place, it went to the highest ranking person who 
wasn’t authorized to turn down the job). Where is the university on this continuum?

Does the university do long-term strategic planning, and if so, how frequently and how closely are 
these followed? How much work do they involve? How susceptible is the university to management 
fads. Do they view the university as simply following a corporate model, or is it distinct?  

How stable is the administration? What is the stability of policies across administrations? How long 
does the typical administrator stay, and why/where do they leave? Is recruitment typically internal or 



external? Is there an “XXX way” of doing things? Is there an administrative fellows program? How are
the administrators typically viewed by the faculty?

Needs of the Institute

What are the three top things people would like changed? What problems are there in the institute that 
could be solved without money, that is, by changing procedures. Are there problems that couldn’t be 
solved even with money? More generally, I would classify problems into four categories:

Can be solved without money

Can be solved with a short-term investment of money (i.e. seed money)

Can be solved with a long-term investment

Can’t be solved even with money

What is the relative weight of setting [some] priorities and providing the support services vs actually 
going out and getting collaborative money? What is the balance between top-down and bottom-up 
development?

What is the current level of consulting being provided: how many people per week and how is this 
handled (open desk; appointment?) Same question for grants prep and admin. How is the performance 
of the consulting evaluated? Is there a ticket system? (and if so, is it enforced?) Is user feedback 
actively solicited? Do you have a sense of what people think about the consulting? How are multiple 
requests prioritized, or is this an issue yet? 

Is there a method of systematically harvesting information on future funding from guest speakers, 
discussions with program directors etc.? “Foundations don’t give money to strangers”

How are relationships with

Statistics

Computer Science

Economics

Any Title VI  area studies programs

Are there other institutes/centers on campus that are potential collaborators? Competitors? 
Competitive exclusion?

What aspect of the university most helps/hinders the work of individual researchers? What is the 
attitude in the university towards social science research, and towards social science-sized grants? 

How well is the university-level grants administration office run? Do they deal effectively with 
FastLane? With “Get us a proposal by COB tomorrow” requests?



How do you adjust for the fact that some areas are more easily funded than others?  What about people 
who are doing research that doesn’t need external funding?

Granting the uncertainties of rankings, what do people perceive the various departmental rankings to 
be? Why is it not higher, or do people care? What are the strongest subfields; what are the weakest? 

What is the balance between representing the interests of the administration, representing the interests 
of the faculty, and autonomy? Using the head/chair distinction of “Dean’s representative to the faculty” 
vs “Faculty representative to the dean” distinction, where does this position fit?

Is there anyone currently employed who you figure I will want to fire after six months? How long have 
they been employed; why haven't they already been fired? How much of this job search was motivated 
by the desire to hire someone from the outside who will shake things up?

Administrative

How does indirect cost return work? If you were audited tomorrow on the use of indirect funds, how 
well would the university/institute do? Where are the major cross-subsidies? Would anyone go to jail? 
Have any of your faculty already gone to jail for misuse of funds?  Have you been formally 
investigated by any inspector general's office?

What is the course buyout policy. are there limitations on how many classes can be bought out? Are 
there other incentives for pursuing external funding?

How efficient is the reimbursement for travel expenses? What is imvolved/available for planning 
travel? What sort of support is available for international travel? Does the administration allow faculty 
to travel to places that are on various danger lists provided the faculty know what they are doing?

How much space does the institute  control? How flexible is this, particularly with respect to externally 
funded projects? How easily can space be reconfigured? [also, obviously, take a look at the existing 
space: does it look like a well-funded start-up, the set from The Mummy, or somewhere in between.]

How about space for meetings in general: just finding a physical location for meetings can be a  
problem some places

How well equipped are you for remote teleconferencing? How much experience is there? What 
sort of facilities do you have; how up-to-date is the equipment and does it generally work? Is 
competent help available when it doesn't? Are there plans to keep existing facilities up to date?

What sort of supplementary funding is available for faculty research; how is this allocated; how 
competitive is it? Is there funding for graduate student research and travel; how competitive is it? Does 
the institute have a role in any of this? 

What funding is available for speakers? What is the source and how stable is it over the long term? Are 
there funds for speaker hospitality— receptions, dinners, etc? How is the purchase of alcohol handled? 
Is alcohol allowed at events on campus? How efficient is the reimbursement of outside speakers?



To what degree is performance evaluated on quantitative vs qualitative metrics? How frequent are 
major assessments, and do they actually result in anything useful or are they merely busywork and 
CYA. Is everyone above average? What form do annual assessments take and again, are they actually 
useful? Do any quantitative metrics actually make any sense, and how much time is wasted creating 
these?

How smoothly do the following work

Institutional review boards

FERPA and other security issues

Research integrity [also see below]

What are the policies on

Industrial restricted research

Government restricted research

Unclassified intelligence community and military research

Bayh-Dole, and patents more generally

Open access and new publication formats

Open source code

Faculty start-ups: any history of this?

Distance learning (both accepting and providing)

Are there any scandals in research that I should know about? Audits? If something fishy were going on,
would the higher-level administration know? Have there ever been cases of whistle-blowing, 
particularly by people working in a lab? How was this handled?

How would a faculty member (or grad student) with an obvious substance-abuse problem be handled? 
What about with cancer or some other long-term illness? How are accusations of sexual harassment 
handled?

How difficult is it to out-source work? How is this handled? How much experience does the university 
have with this?

How are situations where only a limited number of proposals can be submitted resolved? How 
competitive are these?

How does the Endowment Association (or whoever handles alumni and foundation fund) deal with the 
institute? Is the institute able to do its own fund-raising? 



Numbers to remember

Faculty should be working about 1,500 hours a year, of which about 600 is research under a 
40/40/20 distribution (assuming that is the local norm)

Faculty time costs on the order of $100/hr—remember that when scheduling meetings and 
doing things you know won’t result in anything actually getting done (e.g. mission statements)

What do the long-term “research scientist” positions look like? How often are these used; how long do 
people stay in them? What is the attitude towards hiring and retaining professional technical staff such 
as programmers, web-developers and statisticians?

Budget numbers

Total for university, with breakdown by sources: tuition, public, research, endowment

Institute

Total external research for university

What proportion of that is the social sciences?

Departments

What is the ratio of funded to unfunded graduate students? How are decisions to continue funding 
made? What sort of offers can be made to incoming students? What sort of track record do you have on
getting the students you want? What sort of fellowship support is available at the entry level? 
Dissertation level?

What is the attitude towards non-academic grad student placement? What is the placement record? Also
does the university have any reasonable placement service available to graduate students? Alumni 
network?

How do the departments view the institute? Where are the points of friction—obviously competition 
for indirect costs is one—and how might these be resolved?

Any conspicuously dysfunction departments? Faculty?

Institutional 

What is the structure of the president, provost and deans offices? Are there discipline-specific associate 
deans? Is there a dean for research? A dean against research? International studies? Where are various 
decisions actually made? Is there a genuine strategic plan? What parts of the administration look most 
like a Dilbert cartoon? What parts are a turkey farm?

How do the departments get along? How much cross-disciplinary work is there? Among faculty? 



Among graduate students? More generally, how would you describe the institutional culture within the 
department? Are there any significant long-term factions/divisions in the departments? Institute?

What is the reputation of the institute within the university? 

What do you see as the primary strengths of the university?

What is the attitude of the university and individual departments towards interdisciplinary research? 
What sort of interdisciplinary initiatives currently exist, and what ones are underway? 

Where is the university going in terms of expansion/stability? Students? Research infrastructure?

What happens to the institution during economic downturns? Tell me what it was like here in 2008-
2010.

What is the relationship with nearby universities; other universities in the athletic conference. Are there
regular meetings of departmental chairs across institutions? Are these useful?

How well does the university deal with the local and national media? Does the university public 
relations department have any interest in social science research? Is there anyone in the college of 
liberal arts who regularly deals with the media?

What percentage of the budget is provided by the state? What is the state-wide governance structure 
(e.g. a regents system). How interventionist is the legislature?

What is “faculty governance” like in the university as a whole? The College? Is it taken seriously or is 
in an anachronism? How large, how often does it meet, what sort of issues does it take on and how long
does it take to make a decision on them. Can you name an issue where faculty governance made a 
difference?

What is the role of athletics in the university? Could Penn State's Sandusky situation have happened 
here? Are the athletes a distinct and protected sub-culture and if so, how does that express itself.

How honest is the campus crime reporting? Is there a party/drinking culture on campus? What is the 
role of fraternities? Can you give exams on Friday? Monday?

How much influence do the alumni have, and what are the issues for the alums? Same for the state 
legislature. Per Dartmouth, are you targeted by right-wing groups? What is the situation vis a vis free 
speech vs “political correctness”. How much applies to faculty?

What is the situation with respect to

Day care

FEMLA

direct hires



Tenure situation in departments

General expectations. Are the standards for tenure clear? Are they stable? What has been the success 
rate on junior faculty getting tenure? Are junior faculty provided with realistic feedback and 
encouraged to leave if they are not going to get tenure?

Is there a mentoring system in place? How do the junior faculty respond to mentoring? 

How important is input—if any— from research institutes on the tenure process?

How important is publication in “sacred journals”? How much latitude, particularly by subfields, is 
given in deciding what these are. What is the attitude towards books versus articles?

How important is external funding? Is this evaluated on quality/productivity or simply on quantity?

What are the expectations for moving from associate to full, and how institutionalized is this? 

What are the main impediments to getting people that you want?

How is spousal accommodation handled. In theory? In practice? What about same-sex couples? (and 
more generally, what is the institution's history/attitude towards LGBTQ individuals?)

How is minority hiring handled, and how big an issue is this? To what extent is the Institute a factor in 
this? Who are considered “minorities”?

What is the retention rate for tenured faculty; why do they leave, where do they tend to go? 

How does the department deal with potential conflicts between quantitative and qualitative work? How 
many faculty do multi-methods work? Graduate students? 

How consensual has the recent hiring been in various departments? How good a job do you think that 
the departments have been doing in hiring at the junior level? Senior level? How much senior-level 
hiring is done? How good are you at keeping highly productive mid-level faculty from “evaporating”?

Computer questions

What is the administrative structure of computer support, both in terms of funding and responsibility 

What is the computer support like? Are the computer people actually competent or merely “helpful”?

A colleague: “Our computer support guy was really helpful but he could never actually fix 
anything” 

Are they are bunch of control freaks who really would prefer to be working for the government of 
North Korea, and generally view the faculty as morons? How long does it take to get something fixed? 
What are the factors involved in recruiting and retaining computer support?

More generally, if researchers view computer support as a problem rather than a solution, you 



are doing things wrong: this model is ten to twenty years out of date and there are 
straightforward ways of solving it. Though you will probably have to fire people.

How are computer support people kept up-to-date? What are the opportunities/requirements for 
upgrading their skills. What is the turnover?

What are the university information security policies and how realistic are these? Who makes the 
ultimate decisions and do they listen? Are these determined by FERPA, RIAA, articles on Linked-In or 
does someone actually take an informed professional interest in this?

What is the policy concerning servers? Does the institution maintain its own server farm? Is there a 
plan for transitioning to cloud computing?

What is the policy towards custom URLs (e.g. http://eventdata.psu.edu)

What sort of high-performance computer facilities are available, and what are the access policies, both 
free and buying-in. How good is the support; what are the plans for the future?

How easy is it to hire competent programmers, either undergraduate or graduate? Is professional 
programming assistance available, and if so what does it cost?

Culture

Are the staff considered colleagues, co-workers, or adversaries? Are departments generally over-, 
under- or appropriately staffed? Does anyone care?—that is, how much self-awareness is this of the 
importance/development of relations within the department and how much do people just take these for
granted and/or assume nothing can be done? 

How many faculty actually show up on a regular basis. Or do they prefer to “work from home”?

How long do dirty dishes stay in the sink, and who cleans them up? What is the half-life of a fork or 
coffee cup provided for general use?

How often do cookies appear? How often are there “cake parties”?

How is coffee managed? e.g. common pot with contributions; if so, are they made; or everyone just 
makes their own? If common, how many of the faculty actually know how to make coffee? Have you 
considered buying a high-quality espresso machine?

Thought: yeah, looking at various institutions, one could in fact figure out about 60% of a 
departmental culture just by looking at the coffee arrangements, and another 20% by watching 
the interactions at a cake party. Starting with the frequency of cake parties.

The Norwegians are very proud of their concept of dugnad, collective self-help. Would that be even 
recognized here?

Culturally, compare the department to a country: which would you choose? 



Aphorisms/Observations

“Hire the right people, give them the tools that they need, and then get out of the way”

Problem: The institute may not be involved in hiring. So maybe change “hire” to “identify?” 
How much time should one spend trying to incentivize people who fundamentally don’t want to
be doing this stuff: have I ever seen that work?

“Entrepreneurs don’t like to beg”

Fixed, predictable incentives, not courtiers in the courts of Louis XIV or Catherine the Great. 
Saves all sorts of other troubles and wasted time as well

“Guide, don’t force”—instructions on my very first power tool, a saber saw

It sometimes can work as management style

“Don’t tell the customer what they want”

Motto of Amazon. And...right... Close corollary is don’t treat your customer like an idiot. Or use
Dilbert as your management and customer relations guide.

“Stupid should hurt”

Or at least “Stupid has consequences”

“If you spend more than 25% of your time handling inter-personal issues in the office, you are over-
staffed”

Comment.

Paraphrasing from some Chinese emperor on a Great Courses Asian philosophy tape:
"When I go into the workshop of a master shipbuilder, I see all shapes and sizes of wood. That massive 
beam: it will be a keel. That short twisted piece: it will be perfect for reinforcing a point in the bow. 
Those planks of even size: they become the hull. There is no piece of wood that cannot be used 
effectively if you recognize where it is best used. And so it is with people."

Comment.

Lifestyle

To what extent is this a “company town”? Do university people tend to socialize only with each other 
or is there a mix? How much is it dominated by a student culture?

What is the restaurant scene? Coffee shops? Where do people meet for breakfast?

What do you like most about the town? Least?

What is the reputation of local hospitals; how far do you have to drive to get decent medical care? 



Would you put your mother in the local hospital? 

Where do people tend to live? Is there a pleasant “faculty ghetto” within walking distance to campus, 
or does everyone drive. The parking situation on campus is of course horrible, but just how horrible? 

Do people stay here after they retire? Do students stay here after they graduate?

Final questions

What is the smartest thing the institute has done since you arrived? What is the dumbest? Same 
question for the university.

What question am I not asking that I’m going to wish that I had asked at a later time?

What question am I not asking that most people sitting in this position ask?

[Note that in many years, I’ve never had the nerve to actually ask these two questions]

Salary: let me make the decision as to whether it is adequate.

Questions if offered the position

Is it possible to make a funded return visit with spouse before accepting an offer?

Moving expenses: how much, is it directly billed? What have been the experiences with moving 
companies under contract with the university (if relevant). What other expenses could be covered?

Any funds for house-hunting trips after accepting an offer? Is there a specific realtor that many people 
have worked (and were happy) with?

Computers

Office furniture

Starting before September. What about insurance?
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